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GP Teacher Workshops 2018-19
The following workshops are ‘all day’ workshops at the Engineers’ Hse, Clifton, Bristol
Year 4 workshop
23rd October
Year 5 workshop
13th November
To book your workshop, please email phc-teaching@bristol.ac.uk

Research at the Centre for Academic Primary Care

Do you ever wonder what the local primary care researchers are currently focusing on? You
can find out by reading the research newsletter at https://mailchi.mp/975970be1708/phcinfobristolacuk-2804829
If you would like the newsletter straight into your inbox, you can sign up here https://
bristol.us8.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=39a013797ba51eee5bc1d96d0&id=3633bc726c

*** TEACHING OPPORTUNITY ***

Could you supervise a Primary Care Student Selected Component (SSC)?

What? 3-4 week long placement where students focus on an area that interests them.
When? The placements will take place in July 2019.
Proposals need to be submitted by 30th of November 2018
Why do an SSC? Students are engaged and interested • Exposure to primary care
increases the chance of students choosing GP as a career • Good for your appraisal • Easy
way to get involved in teaching • Students can do useful work for the practice • Teaching
students is stimulating and interesting • Funding is available
What can they do? Students can do a range of things in primary care, for example audits,
quality improvement projects, produce patient information material, or anything else you have
in mind.
What next? If you're interested please email phc-teaching@bristol.ac.uk for an
information pack or to talk to us.

Curious about The Art in Medicine? Teaching opportunity
Would you like to facilitate MB21 Year 1 student sessions exploring the art of medicine? An opportunity to take a step back from the coalface and reflect. Material for your appraisal
discussion? More information and how to book on page 2

Against empathy?
Trevor Thompson has been out book-shopping in the new branch of Waterstones that has
opened in Clifton in Bristol. A book called "Against Empathy" took his interest and his review
of the book was recently published by the Association for Medical Education in Europe
(AMEE). Your can read Trevor's review here
https://www.mededpublish.org/manuscripts/1959
Do consider leaving a comment - the journal takes pride in stimulating debate.
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Curious about The Art in Medicine? Teaching opportunity
Trevor Thompson runs tutorials looking at the ’art in medicine’ in the Foundation Unit for
students in MB21 Year 1.
One of the tutorials is a critical and curious look at the concept of the "Art of Medicine" and
involves some philosophy of science (paradigms). The other aims to give an intellectual
underpinning to the concept of holism (called "Widening the Circle of Concern").
Trevor is looking for tutors to help him deliver these sessions. Are you this tutor?
This is a chance to gain a deeper understanding of the ‘art of medicine’, an opportunity for
reflection and for extending your teaching experience.
Here are the dates
Art of Medicine Tutorial
12noon - 1pm Monday 5th November
2-3pm Monday 5th November

Corresponding lecture Tuesday
30th October 3-4pm

Widening the Circle of Concern Tutorial
12noon to 1pm Monday 19th November
2-3pm Monday 19th November

Corresponding lecture Friday
16th Nov 2-3pm

If you are keen to give it a go, please contact trevor.thompson@bristol.ac.uk

More student creative work here

Out of Our Heads
http://www.outofourheads.net/
Emails from RCGP—Are you getting them?
Due to changes in data protection law that came into force in May 2018, RCGP no longer had
permission to email members on the basis of their past email unsubscribe choices. If you
haven’t already “OPTED-IN” and are no longer receiving emails from RCGP and you would
like to continue to receive email communications from them, you will need to let them know by
updating your preferences. You can manage your preferences using a quick opt-in/opt-out list
- it should only take a couple of minutes and you can change or update your choices anytime
https://r1.dotmailer-surveys.com/m/b649lxf0-4a2s3sd9-72JTEXH7E

